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!
!
consultation in Europe to prepare an
impact assessment; around 22,000
people and 700 organisations got
involved, with opinions varying
considerably. 90% of Polish people
support shale gas; whereas in France
roughly the same proportion strongly

Sébastien Soleille !

opposes it. Companies and trade

Director, Bio by Deloitte!
(moderator)!

associations are largely in favour; yet
more than 75% of environmental and
social NGOs in Europe are against it.

Mr Soleille admitted that this is a
challenging and complex subject
covering regulatory, technical, societal
and environmental issues. “Shale gas
may appear as a way, among many
others, to reach some of the objectives
of the European energy policy but it’s
not as simple as it seems.” Thanks
partly to shale gas, the US is
becoming more independent as
regards fossil fuel imports. However,
many NGOs and citizens are drawing
attention to the problems regarding
shale gas. He reminded the audience
that one year ago there was a public!

Challenges include regulatory
principles, public acceptance, security
of supply, environmental impact and
competitiveness. He encouraged
participants to identify the most
important issues and whether tradeoffs are possible. !
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There is no expectation of EU money !
to subsidise fracking. He does not see
shale gas as the solution to the
problems we are facing; on the
contrary, he considers that shale gas
might be a distraction from tackling
climate change. “The political aim

Fredrick Federley !

must be to strive for and invest in as

Member of the European
Parliament, ITRE Committee!

much renewable energy as possible,

Due to new technologies, government
funding and high oil prices, shale gas
has begun to change the energy mix in
the US, said Mr Federley, leading to
investigations in Europe – particularly
in Poland – as to the economic
feasibility of fracking for shale gas.
However, he does not think shale gas
will have a large role to play in Europe
as in the US. He identified the main
reasons why some countries in Europe
have forbidden fracking for shale gas:
too little is known about the
environmental concerns, the size of
the shale gas reserves, or whether the
gas can be extracted economically. !

said Mr Federley, although he
admitted that a more aggressive
Russia, an energy deficit, and the
turmoil in the Middle East might make
shale gas valuable for a few European
countries. However, he does not
consider it a solution for long-term
energy security, the climate, or
economic growth.!
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coal, and shale gas could be of benefit !
compared to gas imports due to the
often overlooked losses of methane in
gas transport. Shale gas could
therefore be seen as a potential new
source of natural gas in Europe. It will
not make Europe energy independent,

Michael Schuetz!

but could help to keep import

Policy Officer, Unit C2 - New Energy
Technologies, Innovation &!
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dependency and prices in check. For

Mr Schuetz pointed out that there has

supply. “This does not mean that we

been a significant drop in EU

give up on combatting climate

conventional gas production in the last

change,” said Mr Schuetz, “nor that we

ten years, with a rising dependency on

invest less in renewables, nor strive

imports, a trend which can be

less for energy efficiency.” He pointed

expected to continue. He said that

out some EC initiatives, including

Europe faces a competitiveness

identification of best available

challenge, with lower gas prices

technologies and good regulatory

especially in the US leading to a

principles, and believes that shale gas

competitive disadvantage for Europe’s

can contribute to greater European

energy intensive industries. He pointed

energy security.!

out that gas is a fossil fuel, but has a

!

relatively lower CO2 emissions than !

some countries heavily reliant on coal
it could be seen as a secure but still
relatively low carbon intensive energy

________________________
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focused on the supply side – how to !
extract

shale

gas

in

an

environmentally sound way. “For shale
gas to be viable, we also need a
demand side policy for gas.” This will
involve first fixing the electricity
market, in the short term subsidising

David Buchan!
Senior Research Fellow, Oxford
Institute for Energy Studies!

back-up gas capacity through capacity
markets, and maybe eventually finding
some other way that rewards the
flexibility of gas generation. Part of the

In Mr Buchan’s view, gas should have

fix will have to involve reforming the

a brighter future than it does. It is the

Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS) in a

least carbon-intensive fossil fuel, offers

way that gives gas a price advantage

large global resources, and is a

over coal.!

flexible partner for renewable energy
sources. However, actual prospects
are not good in Europe. Gas demand
is falling, and is only predicted to rise
gradually. Pricing is key because gas
is always a competitor fuel. He
considers that European shale gas is
not going to be cheap as in the US, so
will not lower the gas price in Europe.
He stated that so far EU policy has!
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an overview of EU legislation in regard
to shale gas. This includes the EU
secondary legislation, which is a
partially applicable legal framework to
the exploration and exploitation of
shale gas; the January 2014
Recommendation; EU Stated Aid
Rules; and EU external relations law

Philippe Vlaemminck!

(and possible link with TTIP & EU

Partner, ALTIUS!

energy law). He also pointed out that

Giving a regulatory and legislative
point of view, Mr Vlaemminck quoted
from the hearing of the Commissionerdesignate for energy before the
European Parliament: “It may prove
necessary to come forward with
binding legislation. Member States are
free to decide on their energy mix, but
the European Commission has a duty
to safeguard the environment.” He
remarked that whether the EU
approach is defined by energy policy,
environmental policy and/or
geopolitical policy, it has to be done in
accordance with the rules of law
defined by the Treaties. He then gave !
!

an Unconventional Fossil Fuels
Directive might be on the horizon.
Important for Mr Vlaemminck is the
legal basis. Is the regulatory
framework being driven by the
environmental policy (Article 191 of the
Treaty) or the internal energy market
(Article 194)? Or is it a combination of
both? This key issue needs to be
resolved.!
!
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Panel discussion
Mr Soleille asked what the most

One audience member stated strongly

pressing challenges for shale gas are.

that shale gas could solve Europe’s

“Social acceptance,” said Mr Buchan,

energy deficit and remarked that more

“because fracking is a highly intensive

trial drilling is essential to identify the

industrial process with a lot of noise

extent of the potential shale gas

and disruption in the drilling phase and

reserves. He also poured scorn on Mr

the potential for considerable water

Federley’s commitment to renewables,

use and contamination.” For Mr

which Mr Federley refuted by saying

Schuetz a key challenge is to

that greater investment in a whole

communicate that going for shale gas

range of renewable energy sources

does not mean giving up on

will also create jobs and business

decarbonisation targets. Mr

opportunities. A question from the floor

Vlaemminck pointed out the need for

concerned the environmental impact of

debate to identify the real

fracking considering the situation in

environmental problems and to offer

the US, where huge amounts of land

an acceptable regulatory framework. !

are being used for shale gas, and 280 !
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billion gallons of toxic water were

to find superior alternative solutions.

produced in 2012 alone. Mr Schuetz

Mr Buchan pointed out that the US has

pointed out that improvements in

different land ownership regulations

drilling technology mean that

which result in more wellheads having

nowadays multiple wells can be drilled

to be constructed than would be

from one well pad, significantly

needed in Europe, and that a whole

reducing the impact on land, and that.

industry will have to be developed to

also conventional gas production

ensure that the waste water is

results in the need to appropriately

correctly treated. Furthermore, he

treat significant amounts of waste

considers that most of the risks are

water. Mr Vlaemminck’s view is that

covered by existing legislation, which

the problems revealed from

means that the Commission’s role is to

independent studies in the US should

ensure that these are evenly

not inhibit us from moving ahead but

implemented among the 28 countries!

should rather provide the opportunity !
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